


7 Step Action Plan - Introduction
Have your affiliate marketing business set up in 7 days with our 7 Step Action Plan. 

Each step is about rapid implementation and is designed to move you forward without stalling. We have 
DFY niches and DFY lead magnets to get you moving fast.

Once the 7 Step Action Plan is complete, you will send traffic to your site using the Affiliate Marketing 
Domination modules. 

These come at no extra cost to TAO members.
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Step 1 - Niche Simplicity
Choose your niche in less than 60 minutes with this proven process and DFY 
niche database.

Choosing a niche is by far the most common hurdle for beginners. People 
overthink this process to death and make so many assumptions.

“I don’t know enough!” - “I am not smart enough!” - “What if it’s too competitive?!” 
- “I have narrowed it down to 20 niches I like, and I cannot choose!!”

All these are the comments we repeatedly hear, and none of them should have 
an impact on your niche choices, let alone stop you from choosing one.

Let us help you choose a niche FAST so you can move forward without stalling or 
confusion.



Step 2 - Rock-Solid Foundation
Set the foundations of your new business in less than 90 minutes with 
step by step process.

Setting up your site in a fast yet proper way is not hard. Our focus is 
on speed, precision and as many DFY solutions as possible.

With our chosen Page Builder, you get DFY themes and sales pages 
included, so you need next to no technical skills to set up a beautiful, 
fast and conversion-focused site.



Step 3 - Choose Your Path To Success
Choosing your traffic path couldn’t be easier with our logical 
common sense hack!

Traffic is the lifeline of any business. Without it, you are dead in the 
water.

Let us give you a clear roadmap of your traffic choices so you can 
pick what’s best for YOU based on your skillset and preferences.

Within 30 minutes, you will have chosen your traffic path, and once 
you complete the 7 Step Action Plan, you will be ready to open the 
floodgates! 



Step 4 - Conversion Optimized Deployment

Streamline your website to be conversion focused for leads and 
sales.

With our click-for-click tutorials, you will build a simple and FAST 
website. Simplicity is the key here to ensure high conversions and 
future rankings.



Step 5 - “Irresistible” Lead Magnet

This Fill-In-The-Blank lead magnet formula sets your lead magnet 
up fast!

Each niche from our DFY niche database (Step 1) comes with a 
DFY lead magnet making this step effortless.

Moving you forward is our No.1 priority, and you will NOT need to 
spend days and weeks creating your own lead magnet.



Step 6 - Email Marketing Bootcamp
Automate your commissions with Fill-In-The-Blank email 
automation.

The money is in the list. Period! 

It is the best way to reach your audience, and in the beginning, you 
need to have a simple and effective automatic list hygiene and 
engagement sequence.

Using our fill-in-the-blanks template is a painless process.



Step 7 - Time To Launch!
It’s time to make your site LIVE and grow your traffic, leads and sales.

You’ve completed the 7 Step Action Plan, and you are raring to go. Your site 
is locked and loaded, and now you move to the traffic generation phase of 
your online empire.

You should be excited because this is the running point in your online life.

You are ready to start the “TAO Marketing Academy” modules, and this is 
where the fun begins!

These are also included in TAO and come at no additional cost.



TAO Marketing 
Academy

The TAO Marketing Academy is a database of laser targeted courses to help you grow 
after finishing the 7 Step Action Plan. 

You need traffic, followers, subscribers and you must grow your list if you want to 
make sales.

That is the purpose of the TAO Marketing Academy. Go grow your new business.



TAO Marketing Academy:

● 180 Day Implementation Plan
○ Learn the processes to keep your business moving forward beyond the 7 Step Action Plan.

This module will include micro-courses for rapid implementation methods, which you can use 
right away. Fast, simple and to the point. These serve as bite-size brainstorming sessions to 
help you explore and find what is right for you.

● Blogging Bootcamp
○ Blogging accounts for a significant proportion of all traffic online. The “blogging boom” is still 

here and very easy to understand. In these lessons, we will cover all the aspects of blogging 
from content creation, SEO and user engagement so ranking No.1 in Google becomes a 
reality.



TAO Marketing Academy:
● YouTube Bootcamp

○ Set up the basics of your channel and understand what you have to do to get things moving. 
Content creation, keyword research and getting traffic is much simpler than you may think.

● Email Funnels & Income Streams
○ Learn how to create deep-linking and highly converting sales funnels using email marketing. 

With 16 incredibly detailed tutorials, you can quickly and easily learn how to drastically 
increase your profitability as a marketer today.



TAO Marketing Academy:
● Going Full Time

○ Taxes, sacrifices, re-investing, cash flow… these are a few of my favourite things. To go full 
time you need a clear head and a solid roadmap. Inside this module, learn how to truly think 
like an entrepreneur so you can leave your old life and start fresh online with confidence.



TAO Marketing Academy:
● Email Marketing Development

○ Learn the fundamentals and processes of creating curiosity-driven emails by developing basic 
copywriting skills to get people to open and engage with what you have to offer. You will learn 
how to create engaging content while also learning how to structure and schedule your email 
sequences through the use of building automations.

● Creating a Kick Ass Lead Magnet
○ This module will show you how to create an incredibly valuable lead magnet that will also 

provide an in-depth analysis of pinpointing your avatar’s deepest desires so you can give them 
an irresistible piece of content to solve their problems.



TAO Marketing Academy:

● Content Creation Mastery
○ This module will be about creating content for blogs, videos and social media. Content 

creation hacks, user intent, tips and tricks on increasing engagement and conversion.

● YouTube Mastery
○ Deep dive into YouTube keyword research, content analysis and ranking hacks. As one of the 

top search engines globally, YouTube is an epic traffic source. In this module, learn how to 
rank top of the search results and turn views into cold hard cash.



TAO Marketing Academy:
● List Growth - Free Traffic

○ This module will be purely about list growth. Traffic sources, squeeze page conversion hacks 
and how to ACTUALLY grow your list. These modules will be broken up into individual courses 
so each platform will have its own comprehensive implementation roadmap.

● List Growth - Paid Traffic
○ We are focusing on paid traffic sources to drive traffic faster. We discuss conversion hacks, 

CTR, cost per lead and share case studies to demonstrate how to drive real traffic to your 
squeeze pages. These modules will be broken up into individual courses so each platform will 
have it’s own comprehensive implementation roadmap.



TAO Marketing Academy:
● Social Media Domination

○ From content hacks to user engagements, learn to build a truly loyal following using social 
media. Increase exposure, clicks and lead growth by using the viral algorithm of social 
platforms.

● Outsourcing to Scale
○ This module will include outsourcing websites, guides and processes to enable effective 

outsourcing. Using freelancers is essential to streamline your growth, and reinvesting your 
earnings is the only way to scale your potential revenue.


